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Abstract
In this paper we compare two tools for automatically harvesting bitexts from multilingual websites: bitextor and ILSP-FC. We used
both tools for crawling 21 multilingual websites from the tourism domain to build a domain-specific English–Croatian parallel corpus.
Different settings were tried for both tools and 10,662 unique document pairs were obtained. A sample of about 10% of them was
manually examined and the success rate was computed on the collection of pairs of documents detected by each setting. We compare the
performance of the settings and the amount of different corpora detected by each setting. In addition, we describe the resource obtained,
both by the settings and through the human evaluation, which has been released as a high-quality parallel corpus.
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1. Introduction
Parallel corpora are a valuable source of cross-lingual
knowledge, consisting of collections of text-fragment pairs,
usually known as bitexts (Harris, 1988), which are mu-
tual translations in different languages. These corpora have
been shown to be a useful resource for a wide range of tasks
in natural language processing (Melamed, 2001), such as
cross-lingual information retrieval (Nie et al., 1999), cross-
lingual textual entailment (Mehdad et al., 2011), or word-
sense disambiguation (Diab and Resnik, 2002). However,
it is in statistical machine translation (SMT) (Koehn, 2010)
where the use of parallel corpora is more relevant. The
proliferation of parallel-corpora-based methods has raised
a growing interest on parallel corpora collection in the last
decades.
Many sources of bitexts have been identified: parallel cor-
pora have been built from legal texts, such as the Hansards
corpus (Roukos et al., 1995) or the Europarl corpus (Koehn,
2005); translations of software interfaces and documenta-
tion, such as KDE4 and OpenOffice (Tiedemann, 2009); or
news translated into different languages, such as the SE-
Times corpus (Tiedemann, 2009), or the News Commen-
taries corpus (Bojar et al., 2013), etc.
One of the hugest sources of parallel corpora is the Internet,
since there are many websites which are available in two
or more languages. Many approaches have been therefore
proposed for trying to exploit the Web as a parallel corpus.
One of the most complex tasks involved in this problem is
parallel document identification. Three main strategies can
be found in the literature for parallel document identifica-

tion in multilingual websites by exploiting:

• similarities in the URLs corresponding to web pages
from a web site (Ma and Liberman, 1999; Nie et al.,
1999; Resnik and Smith, 2003; Chen et al., 2004;
Zhang et al., 2006; Désilets et al., 2008; Esplà-Gomis
and Forcada, 2010; San Vicente and Manterola, 2012);

• parallelisms in the structure of HTML files (Nie et
al., 1999; Resnik and Smith, 2003; Sin et al., 2005;
Shi et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006; Désilets et al.,
2008; Esplà-Gomis and Forcada, 2010; San Vicente
and Manterola, 2012; Papavassiliou et al., 2013); and

• content-similarity techniques (mostly based on bag-
of-words overlapping metrics) (Ma and Liberman,
1999; Chen et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2006; Jiang
et al., 2009; Utiyama et al., 2009; Yan et al., 2009;
Hong et al., 2010; Sridhar et al., 2011; Antonova and
Misyurev, 2011; Barbosa et al., 2012).

In addition to these strategies, other heuristics can be found
in the bibliography, such as file size comparison, language
markers in the HTML structure, mutual hyper-links be-
tween web pages, or images co-occurrence (Papavassiliou
et al., 2013). It is usual to combine several of these methods
in order to improve the performance.
In this work we use two tools from this bibliography,
ILSP-FC1 (Papavassiliou et al., 2013) and bitextor2

1http://nlp.ilsp.gr/redmine/projects/
ilsp-fc

2http://sf.net/projects/bitextor
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(Esplà-Gomis and Forcada, 2010), for harvesting English–
Croatian parallel documents from a collection of 21 multi-
lingual websites belonging to the tourism domain. In our
experiments, we compare the success rate of these settings
to detect parallel documents by manually checking a rep-
resentative sample of the document pairs obtained by each
of them. Additionally, we describe the parallel corpus ob-
tained as a by-product of this evaluation.

1.1. Bitextor
Bitextor is a free/open-source tool for harvesting bitexts
from multilingual websites. The newest version of bitextor
(version 4.0) is a re-implementation of the tool described
by Esplà-Gomis and Forcada (2010). In this version, the
techniques based on URL similarity are replaced by new
methods based on bag-of-words overlapping. Given a mul-
tilingual website and the pair of targeted languages (L1, L2)
from which the parallel corpus has to be created, bitextor
performs the following steps:

1. the website is completely downloaded by means of the
tool HTTrack,3 keeping only HTML documents;

2. downloaded documents are preprocessed with Apache
Tika4 and boilerpipe5 (Kohlschütter et al., 2010) to
normalise the HTML structure and remove boiler-
plates;

3. duplicate documents (regarding the text, not the struc-
ture) are removed, and the language of each file is de-
tected with LangID (Lui and Baldwin, 2012),6 keep-
ing only those documents in L1 or L2;

4. bag-of-words overlapping metrics are used to choose a
preliminary n-best candidates list for each document;

5. each n-best candidates list is re-ranked by using met-
rics based on the Levenshtein edit distance between
the HTML structure of each pair of documents;

6. the most promising document pairs in the n-best can-
didates lists are aligned and hunalign7 (Varga et al.,
2005) is used to obtain an indicative score regarding
the quality of the sentence-alignment between both
documents.

1.2. ILSP-FC
ILSP-FC is a modular system that includes components
and methods for all the tasks required to acquire domain-
specific corpora from the Web. Depending on user-defined
configuration, the crawler employs processing workflows
for the creation of either monolingual corpora or bilingual
collections (i.e. pairs of parallel documents acquired from
multilingual web sites). The main modules integrated in
ILSP-FC are:

1. page fetcher: adopts a multithreaded crawling imple-
mentation in order to ensure concurrent visiting of
multiple web pages/hosts.

3http://www.httrack.com/
4http://tika.apache.org/
5http://code.google.com/p/boilerpipe/
6https://github.com/saffsd/langid.py
7http://mokk.bme.hu/resources/hunalign/

2. normaliser: parses the structure of each fetched web
page and extracts its metadata, detects its encoding
and converts it to UTF-8 if required.

3. cleaner: extracts structural information (i.e. title,
heading, etc.) and identifies boileplate paragraphs.

4. language identifier: uses the Cybozu8 library to de-
tect the main language of a document, as well as para-
graphs in a language different from the main one.

5. link extractor: examines the anchor text of the ex-
tracted links and ranks them by the probability that
a link from a page points to a candidate translation of
this page, with the purpose of forcing the crawler to
visit candidate translations first.

6. de-duplicator: checks each document against all oth-
ers and identifies (near-)duplicates by comparing the
quantized word frequencies and the paragraphs of
each pair of candidate duplicate documents;

7. pair detector: examines each document against all oth-
ers and identifies pairs of documents that could be con-
sidered parallel. Its main methods are based on URL
similarity, co-occurrences of images with the same
filename in two documents, and the documents’ struc-
tural similarity.

2. Experimental settings
Our English–Croatian corpus is built from the collection of
21 multilingual websites listed in Table 1. These websites
were handpicked from a list of 100 most bitext-productive
multilingual websites from the Croatian top-level domain.
The list of the most productive multilingual websites was
obtained by calculating the website frequency distribution
in the hrenWaC corpus9 (Tiedemann, 2009), a side-product
of the hrWaC Croatian web corpus (Ljubešić and Erjavec,
2011). Our future plans cover combining the procedure of
top-level domain crawling for bitext-hotspot identification
and bilingual focused crawling of the bitext hotspots for
obtaining parallel data.
In our experiments, two different configurations were tried
for ILSP-FC:

• all: It includes all the pairs detected by the tool (i.e.
default configuration);

• reliable: It includes a subset of the all configuration
where only those pairs identified through image co-
occurrences and high-structural similarity are kept;

and four were tried for bitextor:

• 10-best: 10-best candidate lists are used to get the
pairs of documents;

• 1-best: 1-best candidate lists are used to get the pairs
of documents; this setting is more strict than 10-best,
since it only aligns documents which are mutual best
candidates;

8http://code.google.com/p/
language-detection/

9http://nlp.ffzg.hr/resources/corpora/
hrenwac/
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URL description

http://www.adria-bol.hr/ Website of a tourist agency based in the city of Bol
http://www.animafest.hr/ Portal of the World Festival of Animated Film in Zagreb
http://bol.hr/ Tourism portal of the city of Bol
http://www.burin-korcula.hr/ Website of Burin, a private tourist agency Korula island
http://www.camping.hr/ Website of the Croatian Camping Union (CCU)
http://www.dalmatia.hr/ Official tourism portal of Dalmatia Country
http://dubrovnik-festival.hr/ Website of the Dubrovnik Summer Festival
http://www.events.hr/ Croatian online travel agent
http://www.galileo.hr/ Croatian online travel agent
http://hhi.hr/ Hydrographic Institute of the Republic of Croatia
http://www.istra.hr/ Official tourism portal of Istria
http://www.kvarner.hr/ Official tourism portal of Kvarner County
http://plavalaguna.hr Website of the hotel company Laguna Porec
http://www.liburnia.hr/ Website of the hotel company Liburnia Riviera Hotels
http://m.pulainfo.hr/ Tourism portal of the city of Pula
http://www.portauthority.hr/ Website of the Croatian Association of Port Autorities
http://www.putomania.com.hr Portal about travelling around the world
http://www.tzg-rab.hr/ Tourism portal about Rab island
http://tzgrovinj.hr/ Official tourism portal of Rovinj-Rovigno
http://www.uniline.hr/ Festival of urban culture
http://urbanfestival.blok.hr/ On-line reservation of accommodation in Croatia

Table 1: List of processed websites including the URL and a short description

• 10-best-filtered: The same than 10-best, but those
pairs of documents with a segment-alignment score
(provided by hunalign) under 0.3 are discarded;

• 1-best-filtered: The same than 1-best, but those pairs
of documents with a segment-alignment score under
0.3 are discarded.

For these settings, we computed the success ratio obtained
for identifying parallel documents by manually verifying a
sample of the document pairs obtained. In addition to this
quality evaluation, we wanted to obtain a quantitative mea-
sure of the amount of data crawled by each setting. How-
ever, using only the amount of parallel documents detected
to this end presents a problem: bitextor and ILSP-FC adopt
different strategies for discarding duplicates. While ILSP-
FC discards (near-)duplicate documents, bitextor only dis-
cards documents containing exactly the same text. As a
result, bitextor retrieves much more document pairs than
ILSP-FC, but the degree of redundancy is much higher.
In order to perform a fair comparison between both tools,
we decided to measure the number of unique aligned seg-
ments and, therefore, to reduce the impact of redundancy
in the data obtained by bitextor. To perform the alignment
of the document pairs at the segment level, both corpora
were further segmented into sentences10 and tokenised us-
ing the scripts11 and included in the Moses statistical ma-

10Both Bitextor and FC split the text in a document by using
the HTML tags in it. However, it is possible to have pieces of
text longer than a segment, so a second segmentation process is
required.

11https://github.com/moses-smt/
mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/ems/
support/split-sentences.perl and https:
//github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/blob/
master/scripts/tokenizer/tokenizer.perl

chine translation toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007). Then, the tool
hunalign was used for aligning the segments. Finally, seg-
ment pairs with a score lower than 0 were discarded.

3. Results and discussion
The pairs of documents detected by each setting were
merged in a pool containing 10,662 unique pairs of docu-
ments. As expected, we observed a high degree of overlap-
ping between the settings of the same tool.12 However, only
8.5% of the document pairs in all were also in 10best. This
divergence is due to the different methods used by each tool
to crawl the websites and to detect parallel documents, and
suggests that they could be combined to obtain a bigger
corpus. Table 2 shows the total amount of document pairs
obtained with each setting, as well as the number of unique
segments contained in these documents both in English and
Croatian. The last column of the table contains the number
of unique segment pairs obtained after aligning the collec-
tion of document pairs obtained with the tool hunalign.13

It is worth noting that the relative difference between the
numbers of parallel documents obtained by each setting is
much higher than the relative difference between the num-
bers of unique aligned segment pairs. This confirms the
idea that the number of document pairs is not an appropri-
ate metric to check the amount of data obtained with each
tool, as mentioned in Section 2.
From the pool of document pairs, a sample of 1,129 (about
10%) was randomly picked and checked, obtaining a total

12As already mentioned, settings 10best-filtered, 1best-filtered,
and reliable are sub-sets of 10best, 1best, and all, respectively; in
addition, 97.9% of the pairs of documents in 1best also appeared
in 10best.

13All the data provided in Table 2 regarding segments was low-
ercased before removing duplicates in order to minimise the re-
dundancy.
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tool setting aligned
documents

unique segments unique aligned
segment pairsEnglish Croatian

focused all 3,294 46,226 47,370 40,431
crawler reliable 2,406 37,986 38,772 32,544

bitextor

10best 7,787 54,859 46,794 50,338
10best-filtered 5,056 49,406 43,972 46,242
1best 4,232 41,318 40,703 37,727
1best-filtered 3,758 40,078 39,542 36,834

Table 2: Amount of document pairs obtained with each of the two settings of ILSP-FC, and for the four settings of bitextor.
The table also reports the number of unique lowercased segments from the aligned documents both in English and in
Croatian, and the number of unique lowercased aligned segment pairs obtained after aligning all these documents.

of 831 pairs confirmed as parallel documents by the human
evaluators. Table 3 shows the success rates obtained by
each setting when identifying parallel documents. These
results confirm that, as expected, the reliable setting pro-
vides better precision than all for ILSP-FC, while the set-
tings 1best and 1best-filtered are the most successful for
bitextor. In a general comparison, 1best-filtered overcomes
all the other settings in terms of success rate. Another inter-
esting detail is that the fraction of parallel documents in the
whole sample is 73.6%, which is lower than the success rate
obtained by each setting. This is due to the fact that the in-
tersection of the pairs of documents obtained by all settings
contains more parallel documents than non-parallel docu-
ments. In order to examine the intersection of each setting
against the others and check the contribution of each set-
ting to the resulting corpus, a similarity measurement was
performed between the sub-corpora obtained with each set-
ting. Thus, Table 4 shows the Jaccard index (Chakrabarti,
2003, Chapter 3) between the collections of aligned seg-
ment pairs obtained with each setting. Additionally, the last
column of this table reports the Jaccard index between the
corpus obtained with each setting and the resulting corpus,
this is, the part of this corpus covered by each setting. These
results show that the pair detectors integrated in these two
tools could be considered complementary. For instance, the
accuracy rates of the reliable setting of ILSP-FC and the
1best-filtered of bitextor are 90.76% and 94.79% respec-
tively while only 13,44% of the delivered unique segment
pairs are common. Hence, it seems logical to use both tools
in parallel to maximise the amount of parallel data collected
from a collection of websites. Comparing the results re-
garding the Jaccard index of each setting with the whole
corpus obtained, we can conclude that the contribution of
both ILSP-FC and bitextor is quite balanced.

4. Error analysis
We devoted some time to check which were the main errors
made by each tool when detecting parallel documents and
some patterns were observed. Typical errors were:

• content similarity: Some of the websites crawled were
prone to contain very similar web pages. For exam-
ple, in the case of hotel chains, it is usual to find web
pages about different hotels, where most of the text is

tool setting success rate

focused all 73.86%
crawler reliable 90.76%

bitextor

10best 74.70%
10best-filtered 83.57%
1best 92.68%
1best-filtered 94.79%

Table 3: Results on the manual revision of detected parallel
documents. For each setting, number of pairs of documents
detected which were confirmed o be parallel.

the same and only a few data (name, address, number
of rooms, etc.) changes. These similarities in the con-
tent caused many wrong document alignments, which
were more usual in the case of bitextor, which does
not remove near-duplicate documents. It is worth not-
ing that these errors at the level of document alignment
are not so severe when the corpus is aligned at segment
level, since most of the aligned segment pairs are cor-
rect.

• URL similarity: In the case of ILSP-FC, websites
keeping a highly similar URL structure caused also
wrong alignments, since one of the strategies adopted
by this tool is to compare URLs ignoring the differ-
ences in the content of the pages.

5. Resulting corpus
Two parallel English–Croatian corpora were obtained as
a result of this work: a general corpus resulting from
the union of all the 10,662 pairs of documents obtained
by each setting, and a human-verified corpus resulting
of the compilation of all the 831 documents confirmed
as parallel by the human evaluators. These corpora
are available at http://redmine.abumatran.eu/
projects/en-hr-tourism-corpus aligned at the
segment level14 and formatted following the TMX stan-

14The alignment was performed following the methodology de-
scribed in Section 2.
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Jaccard index between aligned corpora

focused bitextor mergedall reliable 10best 10best-filtered 1best 1best-filtered

focused all — 70.84% 10.93% 11.38% 12.04% 12.06% 46.46%
crawler reliable — — 11.69% 12.28% 13.19% 13.22% 37.40%

bitextor

10best — — — 86.62% 68.28% 67.12% 57.84%
10best-filtered — — — — 72.23% 73.40% 53.14%
1best — — — — — 95.34% 43.35%
1best-filtered — — — — — — 42.33%

Table 4: Jaccard index measuring the similarity between the different collections of unique segment pairs obtained with
each setting. The final column measures the Jaccard index of each setting with the merged corpus obtained when producing
the union of all the settings.

dard.15 In addition, a field prop16 was added to each unit
in the TMX file containing a comma-separated list with the
names of the settings which produced it. This information
is aimed at allowing to extract customised sub-corpora with
different degrees of quality, depending on the settings in-
cluded. After alignment, we obtained 87,024 aligned seg-
ments for the general corpus, and 9,387 for the human-
verified corpus.

6. Concluding remarks
In this work we compared two tools for automatically
crawling parallel corpora from multilingual websites: Fo-
cused Crawler and Bitextor. We used both tools for crawl-
ing 21 websites in the tourism domain in order to build an
English–Croatian domain-specific corpus. We used sev-
eral settings for crawling with each tool in order to com-
pare them in terms of amount of parallel data obtained
and precision in parallel document crawling. Our experi-
ments proved that both tools can obtain similar precision
and amount of data depending on the setting chosen. In ad-
dition, we proved that both tools obtain parallel data from
different parts of the websites and, therefore, combining the
corpora obtained by them allows us to mine parallel docu-
ments more exhaustively.
We finally obtained a parallel corpus consisting of 10,662
pairs of documents, which, after segment alignment, re-
sulted in a collection of 87,024 unique pairs of segments.
In addition, the human verification performed for evaluat-
ing precision allowed us to produce a smaller high-quality
parallel corpus consisting of 831 pairs of documents, which
were manually verified as parallel documents. After align-
ing this second corpus at the level of segments, we obtained
9,387 unique pairs of segments.
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